Award Honor Winners

2019: Edison: The Mystery of the Missing Mouse Treasure – Kuhlmann F K955e

Jerome By Heart – Scotto E Sco87j

My Beijing: Four Stories of Everyday Wonder – Jun F J952m

Run For Your Life – Gandolfi

2018: Malala: Activist for Girls’ Education -- Frier

When a Wolf Is Hungry – Naumann-Villemin

You Can’t Be Too Careful! -- Mello

2017: Over the ocean -- Gomi E G5865o

As time went by – Sanabria F Sa55as

The ballad of a broken nose -- Svingen F Sv36b

2016: Adam & Thomas -- Apelfeld F Ap48a

Grandma lives in a perfume village -- Fang E Su98g

2015: Hidden : a child’s story of the Holocaust -- Dauvillier 940.53 D269h

Nine open arms -- Lindelauf F L641n

2014: The bathing costume or the worst vacation of my life -- Moundlic

My father's arms are a boat -- Lunde

The war within these walls -- Sax

2013: A game for swallows: to die, to leave, to return -- Abirached 741.5 Ab59g

Son of a gun -- de Graaf

2012: The lilly pond -- Thor F T39/

2011: Departure time -- Truus F M434d
Nothing -- Teller F T238n

2010: Eidi -- Bredsdorff F B744e

Big wolf and little wolf -- Brun-Cosme E B833b

Moribito II : Guardian of the Darkness -- Uehashi F Ue3mg

2009: Garmann's summer -- Hole E H69g

Tiger Moon -- Michaelis F M5818t

2008: The cat: or, how I lost eternity -- Richter

Nicholas and the gang -- Rene Goscinny

2007: The killer's tears -- Bondoux F B64k

The last dragon -- De Mari F D391/

2006: Nicholas -- Rene Goscinny

When I was a soldier -- Zenatti

2005: The Crow-girl: the children of Crow Cove -- Bredsdorff F B744c

Daniel half human and the good nazi -- Chotjewitz

2004: The man who went to the far side of the moon: the story of Apollo 11 astronaut Michael Collins -- Schyffert

2003: Henrietta and the golden eggs -- Johansen

2002: A book of coupons -- Morgenstern

2001: Ultimate game -- Lehman

2000: Collector of moments -- Buchholz

Vendela in Venice -- Bjork

Asphalt angels -- Holtwijk
1999: Secret letters from 0 to 10 -- Morgenstern F M824si

1998: Hostage to war: a true story -- Wassiljewa

   Nero Corleone: a cat’s story -- Heidenrich

1997: NO AWARD GIVEN

1996: Damned strong love: the true story of Willi G. and Stephan K. -- Van Dijk

   Star of fear, star of hope -- Hoestandlt

1995: Sister Shako and Kolo the goat: memories of my childhood in Turkey -- Dalokay

1994: The princess in the kitchen garden -- Heymans

   Anne Frank beyond the diary: a photographic remembrance -- Verhoeven B F852V

NO HONOR AWARDS AWARDED PRIOR TO 1994